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moves from status to contract, not from contract to
status.    Community is a natural growth and needs no
explanation in terms of cunning device and purposive
self-interest.    But we must not  confuse  ' ares '  with
' oughts '.    The fact that men are not equal is no reason
why they should not be given equality of consideration
and equality of opportunity.    It is just the appalling
results  of human inequality that  make  one  believe
in human equality.    In the same way, the fact that
society was not  founded upon  a historical  contract
signed and sealed by the accepting parties does not
prove that the idea of contract, i.e. of mutual trust and
mutual honesty in performance,  is irrelevant.    It is
just this idea which alone can keep government stable
and society secure.    The introduction  of  the   Social
Contract theory was of the utmost importance because
its acceptance involved the belief that government is
based on popular consent.    The Contract idea in itself
is a shadowy form and lacks content;   anyone could
pick it up and give it what stuffing they chose.    One
side filled it with Absolutism and the other with Con-
stitutional Government;   but the important point is
this, that even the Absolutists defended the rights of
kings on the grounds of popular consent.    They did
this by the quite ridiculous assumption that the assent
of the fathers is also the assent of the children unto the
third and fourth generation.    But this folly could easily
be shown up, and Constitutional Liberalism had no
difficulty in abstracting what was vital from the idea
of  Social Contract,  i.e.  the  notion  of  consent,   and
dropping its manifest absurdities, such as the notion
of a historical bond and of the determinate policy of
primitive man.    In this sense, then, the doctrine of
Contract, equally with the doctrine of Human Equality,
is no idle frippery of thought but one of the foundations

